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MAGIC MUSHROOMS INDUCE POSITIVE PERSONALITY CHANGES?

healthland.time.com/2011/10/03/want-to-feel-younger-more-open-magic-mushrooms-trigger-lasting-perso

nality-change/ ------------------------- Experience body tingling and fizzing sensations associated with the

positive body high. The Magic Mushroom Frequency series attempts to emulate various properties and

states often reported by users of magic mushrooms, with the added benefit of the frequencies delivering

only the positives and none of the negatives of the actual thing (this is the goal). Each different Magic

Mushroom frequency delivers a particular sensorial, experiential 'part' of the psychedelic trip, which

literally allows the user to pick exactly what sort of 'trip' they wish to have. For example, MAGIC

MUSHROOM HAPPY LAUGHS.mp3 delivers the frequency intended to induce a state of joy, silliness,

goofiness, playfulness, a sense of expanded awareness and over all well being. Shorter exposure play

time may yield; sensory distortions, warping of surfaces, shape suggestion, color variations. Intense

colors not previously experienced, repetitive geometric shapes. Higher exposure play time may cause

intense distortions of sensory perceptions, i.e. synesthesia or awareness of extra spatial or temporal

dimensions. Possible visual hallucinations, radically altered states of consciousness, pleasurable and

insightful. Possible but mild and infrequent feelings of anxiety or revulsion. Additional possible effects may

include: open, closed eye visualizations, euphoria, dream-like states, laughter and general psychedelic

experience. Discontinue use immediately if mild symptoms of the following occur; anxiety, racing heart

beat, dizziness, diarrhea, vomiting and headache. Although note, traditional Native-American or Shaman

ceremonies as it is considered cleansing consider this to be cleansing in nature (purging). Sharpen

psychedelic FOCUS, hyper-accelerate into and beyond the focused thoughts in the mind, allowing for

possible deep insights and flashes to 'pop' into being spontaneously! See full description for unique profile

info. The Magic Mushroom Frequency series attempts to emulate various properties and states often

reported by users of magic mushrooms, with the added benefit of the frequencies delivering only the

positives and none of the negatives of the actual thing (this is the goal). Higher exposure play time may

cause intense distortions of sensory perceptions, i.e. synesthesia or awareness of extra spatial or
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temporal dimensions. Induce a state of joy, silliness, goofiness, playfulness, a sense of expanded

awareness and over all well being. See full description for unique profile info. The Magic Mushroom

Frequency series attempts to emulate various properties and states often reported by users of magic

mushrooms, with the added benefit of the frequencies delivering only the positives and none of the

negatives of the actual thing (this is the goal). Go deep into the interior of self reflection, explore the vistas

of your inner terrain. The Magic Mushroom Frequency series attempts to emulate various properties and

states often reported by users of magic mushrooms, with the added benefit of the frequencies delivering

only the positives and none of the negatives of the actual thing (this is the goal). Not for the light hearted

or casual psychedelic explorer. This one is full on. Loop as per normal and go deep, deep, deep into the

heart of an intense psychedelic experience!!! The Magic Mushroom Frequency series attempts to emulate

various properties and states often reported by users of magic mushrooms, with the added benefit of the

frequencies delivering only the positives and none of the negatives of the actual thing (this is the goal).

Relax and stretch out, meditate and contemplate. USe this frequency to happily unwind into a calm,

serene psychedelic unwinding de-stressing state. The Magic Mushroom Frequency series attempts to

emulate various properties and states often reported by users of magic mushrooms, with the added

benefit of the frequencies delivering only the positives and none of the negatives of the actual thing (this

is the goal). Deeply stressed? Or just unwinding and reading a good book? Use this frequency for times

when the Mellow Bliss out is not enough. You need a greater, deeper, and richer relaxation vibe, use this

one before sleep to help you nod off into interesting dreamscapes. The Magic Mushroom Frequency

series attempts to emulate various properties and states often reported by users of magic mushrooms,

with the added benefit of the frequencies delivering only the positives and none of the negatives of the

actual thing (this is the goal). Collection of 8 files Regular Retail list price = $99.79 NEW ---   ( COMES

WITH THE MAGIC MUSHROOM MEGA TRACK ) This collection contains the following products: MAGIC

MUSHROOM FIZZY BODY HIGH.mp3 MAGIC MUSHROOM FOCUSED ALTERED STATE.mp3 MAGIC

MUSHROOM HAPPY LAUGHS.mp3 MAGIC MUSHROOM INNER TRIP OUT.mp3 MAGIC MUSHROOM

INTENSE TRIPPING.mp3 MAGIC MUSHROOM MELLOW BLISS OUT.mp3 MAGIC MUSHROOM

SLOW FLOATING.mp3
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